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日本酒　極印龍馬 
JAPANESE SAKE　 
GOKUIN RYOMA  

Here, we have collected  
the essence of the Japanese tradition.

We wish to brew sake for the modern patriots who are proud of Japan and attempt to stick to 
their causes in the world.  

The label of this brand bears the calligraphy meaning “Ryoma” painted by the ninth head of the 
Sakamoto family, to whom Ryoma Sakamoto, the patriot of the late 
Tokugawa period was born. The label is also imprinted with the 
authentic seal passed down the Sakamoto family from generation to 
generation.  
In truth, there has been no commodity associated with “Ryoma” 
endorsed by the Sakamoto family. It is easy to print “Ryoma” 
casually. But it has been very difficult for anyone to produce a 
commodity that represents “the authentic spirit” of Ryoma since 
this role resides in no one but the Sakamoto family.  

Ryoma was fond of sake probably more than anyone else. He was 
also a genius at connecting people with people. He did many jobs 
with sake on hand. 
He kept drinking with buddies saying, “Be a good friend,” with a 
smile crossing his face.  
Sake is the right commodity that carries the shades of Ryoma. If we 
brew sake crowned with his name, we desire to brew it to the best 
quality.  
This “GOKUIN RYOMA” brand is completed with the support of many people who still love the 
spirit of Ryoma.  
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SAKE BREWERY 増田徳兵衛商店 
Masuda Tokubee Shoten Company in Fushimi Kyoto since 1675 

 

Founded in 1675, the brewer boasts of the longest history of 350 
years in Fushimi, Kyoto. Adhering to the traditional method of the 
brewery, Masuda Tokubee Shoten Company started exports about 30 
years ago, now reaching out to over 20 countries.  

The quality of the Mauda Tokubee Shoten brands is highly acclaimed as 
the best of all. The credit goes to Masuda Tokubee’s in-depth pursuit 
of the top quality starting with rice cultivation, brewery, and label 
designing.  
Any brewer must maintain the best quality of sake to survive the 
passage of time in Kyoto.  
It is because Kyoto is home to the shogunate government for over 

1,000 years. 
 
Many people in power visited Kyoto both 
from other parts of Japan and abroad. 
They were served with dishes and sake 
that had been exposed to severe scrutiny. 
The Masuda Tokubee brands were raised 
in Kyoto, enduring the strict demand for 
the best taste unlike in any other parts of 
Japan. The brands often grace the table of 
the world-class VIPs.  
For example, the Masuda Tokubee brands were the first sake to be accepted by the five-star 
French hotel, Ritz Paris.   

Masuda Tokubee is one of the few breweries in 
Japan that stick to the traditional brewing 
method in which rice is cultivated by hand and 
picked only in the depths of winter by the 
master brewer who draws on his expertise and 
hunch considering the status of rice and the 
climate. The master brewer subsequently leads 
the process of brewing the harvested rice to 
sake. 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The label   坂本龍馬 坂本家九代目当主自署家印 
The label is wrriten by Sakamoto Family’s ninth generation head and signed.  
(trademark registration number 5803260） 

About 150 years ago, a man traveled around Japan in a desperate effort to protect and change 
the country. 

His name is Ryoma Sakamoto. 

Without reflection on his standing or status, Ryoma 
Sakamoto  got over myriad difficulties, putting the well-
being of others first, and strived forward. His spirit lives on 
in the hearts of many Japanese to this day as the symbol 
of an adventurer and revolutionary of those days.  

The label of this brand bears the calligraphy meaning 
“Ryoma” painted by the ninth head of the Sakamoto family, 
to whom Ryoma Sakamoto, the patriot of the late Tokugawa 
period was born. The label is also imprinted with the authentic seal passed down the Sakamoto 
family from generation to generation.  

In truth, there has been no commodity associated with 
“Ryoma” endorsed by the Sakamoto family. It is easy to print 
“Ryoma” casually. But it has been very difficult for anyone to 
produce a commodity that represents “the authentic spirit” of 
Ryoma since this role resides in no one but the Sakamoto 
family.  

Ryoma was fond of sake probably more than anyone else. He 
was also a genius at connecting people with people. He did 
many jobs with sake on hand. 

He kept drinking with buddies saying, “Be a good friend,” with 
a smile crossing his face.  
Sake is the right commodity that carries the shades of 
Ryoma. If we brew sake crowned with his name, we desire to 
brew it to the best quality.  

This “GOKUIN RYOMA” brand is completed with the support of many people who still love the 
spirit of Ryoma.  
The label of “GOKUIN RYOMA” is made of classic hand-made paper in Kyoto, called “Kurotani 
Washi”. 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京都無形文化財　黒谷和紙 
The cultural asset of Kyoto –Kurotani Washi 
The label of “GOKUIN RYOMA” is made of Kurorani Washi. Each sheet of the paper is made by 
hand. 
  
Records have it that surviving warriors of the Heike family 
took a shelter deep in Kurotani village in the mountain valley 
and started making the paper 800 years ago to make a 
living.  
The village prospered thereafter with almost all residents 
engaged in the making of the paper. Few records remain, 
however, because most of them were lost in fires. But the 
village keeps a document written on Kuraotani Washi, which 
was made in 1593 and has survived to date.  

The villagers mainly made paper for everyday use, such as sliding 
screen paper and lantern paper. They extended their scope of work 
gradually in step with various incentives. During the Edo period, they 
produced many sheets of paper for Kyoto apparel since the village 
is situated relatively close to Kyoto. During and after the Meiji 
period, they started producing paper for cocoon bags in parallel to 
the development of the sericultural industry. This way, their business 
expanded into the production of paper for everyday life and 
industries. More recently, they started producing postcards, letter 
paper, art paper, and craft paper. The production of everyday paper 
and paper-related commodities pushed the village to the state of 
one of the main paper production centers in Japan.  

Kurotani village adhered to the classic method of 
producing a paper by hand while the nation’s paper 
manufacturing industry was switching from the hand-
made method to the machine.  
Over the passage of time, the use of Kurotani Washi 
has changed. But its traditional production method has 
remained unchanged to date. Kurotani village is known 
to the world as the precious hand-made paper 
production center where the expertise has been 
passed down to craftsmen over the past generations.  
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純米吟醸　極印龍馬 
JUNMAI GINJO  GOKUIN-RYOMA 

"GOKUIN"means "absolute or genuine" in English.  

"GOKUIN RYOMA" is named by our hope that we keep remember Ryoma's spirits and always keep 
tough and positive mind like Ryoma . 
Masuda Tokubee imagined Ryoma and He brewed "GOKUIN-RYOMA".  
"GOKUIN-RYOMA"is brewerd  by only organic pure rice and malted rice. Because "Ryoma" had 
being said to very pure and honesty person. So additives,brewing alcohol and other anything are 
not contain in GOKUIN-RYOMA. 
Originally we enjoy rice taste and quality in SAKE,it is like enjoy grape taste and quality in Wine. 
We are confident about that "GOKUIN-RYOMA" is true  SAKE. 

  

 

皇室御用達　桐箱 
Royal warrant: the box made of paulownia wood 

Paulownia wood has been regarded as something sacred since the ancient times. It has been an 
essential material for the offering to the Emperor.  
“The paulownia wood box plays the supporting role in protecting the goods inside. But the box 
itself is a traditional work of art.” (The Sankei News)  
GOKUIN RYOMA’s paulownia box is made by Orikatsu Co.,Ltd. 
Orikatsu Co.,Ltd. is known as the creator of the package for the “Yushimano Shiraume” brand 
gifts on sale at the Yushima Tenjin Shrine in Tokyo. The company also earns a royal warrant.  
“GOKUIN RYOMA” is packed in a box made by the craftsman at Orikatsu Co. who has inherited 
the same tradition. You will no doubt appreciate the aroma and elaborate finishes of the box.  
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special box 
item number:9010

paulownia box 
item number:9020 

Internal capacity: 720ml(all item) 
Alcohol by volume: 15%     
Rice Polishing Rate: 60% 
Dryness Scale: +2.0           
Dry or Sweet: Semi-dry 
How to Serve and Drink: Chilled,at room temperature 
or heated 

The mild taste is followed by a rich aroma of rice that 
spreads into the mouth. You will feel a crisp texture 
claiming its presence.  
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【限定品】坂本家家紋入り江戸切子付き 
【Limited item】 

Edo Kiriko(facet glass)　caved the crest of Ryoma Sakamoto’s family 

This glass is engraved and polished by the Edo Kiriko 
craftsman Kiyohide by hand piece by piece.  
In tribute to “GOKUIN RYOMA”, the craftsman designed the 
bottle by custom order and engraved the crest of the 
Sakamoto family featuring the bellflower. The design is made 
available in three colors of black, blue, and red.  
He engraves the pattern on the black version, in particular, by 
setting the sheet of glass on the diamond cutter. Since the 
glass is black, he cannot see the portion he is cutting. He has no way but to 
rely on the fingertip techniques he has acquired as well as his hunch. This 
process takes him three times longer than usual. 
In 2014, Kiyohide dedicated his piece to Dalai Lama XIV. He is one of the few 
craftsmen who can engrave black Kiriko that is said to be the most difficult 
work. 
The elaborately designed work of art will spread the warm feeling of handicraft 
when you pick it up by your hand. Put a piece of Edo Kiriko under the light, and you will be 
amazed as it turns into a kind of kaleidoscope emitting all sorts of rays. Together with “GOKUIN 

RYOMA”, please admire the top-quality traditional 
Japanese art and its exquisiteness.  
Also, all of lineups have a small hanging scroll written 
six patterns of the great words left by Ryoma 
Sakamoto.  
in handwriting by Noboru Sakamoto who is the ninth 
head of Sakamoto Family,  
Both of the Edo kiriko with Sakamoto Family Crest and 
the small hanging scrolls written in handwriting by 
Noboru Sakamoto, the ninth head of Sakamoto Family, 
are not for sale. 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Edo Kiriko red 
in paulownia box set 
item number:9031 

Edo Kiriko black 
in paulownia box set 
item number:9033

Edo Kiriko blue 
in paulownia box set 
item number:9032
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[海外限定品]純米大吟醸　極印龍馬 
[Overseas Limited] JUNMAI DAIGINJO  GOKUIN-RYOMA 

It is an excellent item with a high scent specific to pure rice ginjyo sake and a deep flavor. 
Although it is dry, it is a unique rice ginjyo sake that retains original sweetness as a lingering 
finish. 
This sake have  the stylish of traditional culture and go down very well in rich taste and aroma. 
If you cool it to about 8 degrees, it will be further compatibility improved with your dish. 
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Internal capacity: 720ml 
Alcohol by volume: 16%     
Rice Polishing Rate: 50% 
Dryness Scale: +2.0           
Dry or Sweet: Semi-dry 
How to Serve and Drink: Chilled,at room temperature. 

You can enjoy soft,rich taste and aroma of rice. 

JUNMAI DAIGINJO 
paulownia box 

item number:2020 

Produced by: NAO.28 Co.,Ltd 
CEO: Nao Ishibashi 
Address: 〒108-00233-4-2-1106 Shibaura MInato-ku             
               Tokyo Japan 
TEL: 81-3- 6435-0634 
MAIL: info@nao28.com 
HP: http://www.ryoma-sake.com/gokuin/      
youtube: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qhRA18ZfBX4        

Thank you
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